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Abstract 

Shallow water environments create complex scattering condit~ons due to the sea surface and bottom 
scattering mechanisms. An analysis of the effects of the scattering mechan~sms on sonar images of simple 
targets in shallow water scenarios will be presented and will include a examination of both incoherent and 
coherent scattering. The analysis will use an incoherent model for the simulation of sidescan sonar images, as  
well as  two dimensional coherent ray propagation and isovelocity models. 

1. Introduction 
This paper aims to discuss the effects of incoherent and coherent scattering and the inclusion of such effects in 
sonar simulation models in shallow water environments. In shallow water environments, high resolution sonar 
images include contributions from many complex scattering mechanisms including the seabed, sea surface and 
target scattering and associated multi paths. Modelling of such scenarios often simplifies the calculations by 
assuming only incoherent scattering, or by limiting the number of paths calculated. 

A model for the simulation of sidescan sonar and the images generated by such systems has been developed 
[ I ] ,  and will be discussed in Section 2. This model attempts to replicate the underlying physical processes and 
create realistic synthetic sonar images. The processes incorporated include the transducer motion and 
directivity characteristics and the propagational effects and losses in a horizontally stratified media. In 
addition the model includes the scattering from complex, realistic seabeds and can include targets on the 
seabed or in the water column. The scattering from the seabed and sea surface includes the multi-path returns 
which can influence sonar images of targets and their associated shadows. These effects of the sea bottom 
and sea surface scattering with various target scenarios will be illustrated. This model however, is at present 
limited to the simulation of sidescan sonar as a result of the simplifying assumptions of a point source and the 
neglection of the phase. The implications of these assumptions will be examined in this paper, as well as  
introducing the concepts and complexity which arises from the inclusion of coherent effects. 

The coherent effects will be illustrated uslng a slmple two dlmenslonal ray propagation model and an 
~soveloclty model whlch can examlne the varlous scatterlng paths The coherent rece~ved slgnal 1s generated 
using verslons of the same underly~ng seabed and sea surface scatterlng models as are used In the Incoherent 
case, and summlng many pulse repllcas wlth relat~ve phases and ampl~tudes as calculated trom the ray trace 
and these models The effects of small perturbat~ons to both amplitude and phase ot some of these repllcas 
w ~ l l  be demonstrated for an ldeallstlc environment (I e flat seabed and sea surface and very slmple target) w ~ t h  
the object of show~ng the posslble effects of ~n-water ~nhomogen~et~es  on h ~ g h  resolution sonar Images The 
consequences of the l ~ m ~ t a t ~ o n  of the current sonar Image synthes~s model w ~ l l  then be exam~ned as result 
of the analysls of the coherent effects along w ~ t h  some of the problems env~saged In turther developments 

The analysis will therefore consider three different models, viz. the sidescan simulation model, a 2D coherent 
ray propagation model and a coherent isovelocity model. Each of these models will be presented, along with 
details of their implementations and the results obtained from the application of the model. To  permit comparison 
of the models and the effects of in-water inhomogeneities in high resolution models, the same scenario will be 
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used in all three cases. This utilises the sound velocity profile of Figure I, with the transducer positioned at a 
depth of I lm, and assumes a target with dimensions of 2m by Im positioned on the seabed at a range of 150m 
from the transducer. 
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Figure 1 

An analysis and comparison of the results obtained from the three models will also be presented. This will 
highlight the problems which are envisaged in extending a model, such as the model for the sidescan simulation, 
to a general coherent sonar simulation model capable of producing realist~c high resolution sonar images. 

2. Sidescan Simulation Model 
A model for the simulation of sidescan sonar images which permits the direct visualisation of synthetic sonar 
images, generated by consideration of the underlying physical processes has been developed [I]. This model is 
based on ray theory and generates each line of the image by tracing a set of rays to represent each emitted pulse 
of acoustical energy. For each ray traced two values are calculated: the time for the ray to propagate through the 
water and be scattered back to the transducer and the intensity of sound received back at the transducer. These 
values are then processed to form one line of the image. The processing to form the image considers only the 
magnitude of the signals and neglects the phase [2]. 

The ray path is calculated assuming a horizontally stratified media, but can ~nclude any sound veloc~ty profile 
The intens~ty calculations include the effects of the spread~ng and ab5orptlon losses Incurred during propagation, 
the three d~mensional beam pattern for both the transmlt and receive and the scattering trom the seabed The 
scattering can be calculated uslng the simple approximation of Lamberts Law or from the bistatic model of 
Jackson [3], which includes terms for both the scattering from the surface roughness and volume ~nhomogene~ties 
rn the sed~ment The seabed is modelled as a r e a l ~ s t ~ c  rough surface uslng trdctals, which have been illustrated to 
prov~de  a good representation of the seabed on a range of scales trom centimeter to k ~ l o m e t e ~  resolution [4 ] [5] 
In addition targets can also be included in the scene using procedurally de t~ned  objects 

2.1 Simulation using backscatter only 
In its simplest form the model calculates only the direct backscatter from the seabed and assumes the returning 
ray follows an identical trajectory to the outgoing ray. Part of a line of the image generated by calculating only 
the backscatter is displayed in Figure 2, for the scenario described previously, showing only the region in the 
vicinity of the target. A rough seabed surface has been used and the scattering model assumes a sandy sediment. 
The initial peak of the target in this signal is due to scattering from the face of the target orientated towards the 
transd~~cer.  The resulting shadow is clearly defined. This figure also shows the simulated signal if a totally flat 
seabed had been utilised in the modelling. This signal is unrealistic, and the advantage of the utilisation of 
complex fractals to model the topography and sediment roughness can be visualised. The fractal seabed was also 
used to generate the synthetic sidescan sonar image of Figure 3 which shows the target lying on the rough 
seafloor and the resulting pattern of highlights and shadows. 
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Figure 2 

2.2 Seabed Multi-paths 
The model can then be extended to include the multiple reflections from the seabed to account for the fact that 
the sound is scattered in all directions upon interaction with the seabed. The principle direction of the reflected 
energy tends to be in the specular direction, and the rays are traced in this direction upon intersection with the 
seabed or the target. The process of tracing the specular ray from each intersection can be repeated iteratively 
until the relative magnitude of the energy received at the transducer is no longer significant. With the use of 
Jackson's bistatic scattering model the magnitude of the signal can be easily calculated in both the specular and 
backscatter directions. 

Figure 4 
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Figure 5 

The effect of the multiple reflections is most pronounced in the area directly In front of the target, as the slgnal 
is reflected repeated between the seabed and the target. This produces a larger peak In the signal and subsequent 
smaller peaks where the target is detected, as can be seen in Figure 4. The bottom bounce only paths, have little 
other effect on the signal as the energy is reflected away from the scene wlthout belng reflected from any other 
objects. 

2.3 Sea Surface Reflections 
As has been illustrated In Section 2.2, the bottom only multi-paths have only a small effect on the signal in the 
vicinity of the target. In shallow water, the addltion of the sea surface multl-paths has a greater effect on the 
signal. This is illustrated in Figure 5, whlch includes the influence of the sea surface reflections as well as the 
bottom reflections. The direct backscatter path produces the first Image of the target and the first surface 
reflected path creates a clear mult~ple view of the target and a subsequent reduction in the shadow zone, due to 
the multiple images of the target. This effect can also be visualised in the s~mulated image of the target, shown in 
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Figure 6, where the visual detection of the object in the image becomes more difficult. 
The simulated signal of Figure 5 assumed that the sea surface was a perfectly flat reflecting plane. The effect 

of the moving sea surface can be included by manipulating the surface normal of this plane to simulate the 
orientation of the sea surface waves at the point where the rays intersect the plane. This incorporated a more 
random effect into the simulated image as is illustrated in Figure 7. 

Figure 6 

Figure 7 

The model to produce the signals and images shown in the above figures has neglected the phase of the 
signals in the calculations and has assumed a polnt source and receiver. However, already the complexity of the 
model, to permit it to model realistic seabed topographies and roughness, ray refraction and 3D beam patterns, 
means that it can take several hours to generate the synthetic images shown. To  extend the model to include the 
coherent scattering and beam forming at a realistic transducer could prove to be too cc?mputationally expensive. 
The effect of modelling the coherence is discussed in the follow~ng secttons. 

3. 2D Coherent Ray Propagation Model 
To extend the investigation of the modelling to include the coherent effects, the study will use a very simple two 
dimensional raytrace model, which assumes a flat seabed and sea surface. The model has been modified to 
generate a spike array containing information about ray paths and arrival times at the target, seabed and sea 
surface. A time series is then generated by coherently adding pulse replicas modified by the time delays and 
information contained in the spike array. The amplitudes of the pulses summed are adjusted according to the 
source of the return, and the amplitude can also be given a small random perturbation to account for less than 
perfect surfaces. As no attempt is made to identify eigenrays, this approach for an active sonar simulation is only 
valid for direct path calculations and the assumption that the outward and return trajectory are identical. 

Figure 8 shows the raytrace for the sound velocity profile shown in figure 1, and the resultant spike array and 
time series representing the calculated acoustic return for direct paths. On comparison with the flat seabed 
incoherent a-scan shown in Figure 2, the additional complexity and randomness introduced from the coherent 
addition is clearly visible. 

3.1 Effect of velocity profile 
As shown in the previous section it is desirable to include additional ray paths involving reflections from the 
seabed and sea surface in this study. The ray trace and resulting time series and spike array of Figure 8 was 
calculated for the profile previously discussed, this can be compared to Figure 9 which was calculated for the 
same target scenario but with isovelocity conditions. This shows that the effect of the profile on the spike array, 
as compared with that for isovelocity conditions, will only affect the sea surface returns and will not make a great 
deal of difference to the outcome, apart from in certain infrequently occurring conditions when the array 
beampattern and tilt should happen to be critical for the angle and range concerned. 



Figure 8 Figure 9 

4. Coherent Isovelocity Model 
As a result of the small effect of the sound veloc~ty proflle, as d~scussed In Sectlon 3 1, a coherent lsoveloc~ty 
model has also been developed to s ~ m p l ~ f y  the calculat~ons w~thout  d ~ s t o r t ~ n g  t h e ~ r  accuracy Llmltlng the 
environment to ~sove loc~ty  c o n d ~ t ~ o n s  reduces the ~ d e n t ~ f ~ c a t ~ o n  of elgenrays to s ~ m p l e  geometry, maklng the 
study of the effects of the mult~ple paths cons~derably easler 

A two dimensional scenario is again considered initially for a single receive beam, as is illustrated in Figure 
10, for a scene with a flat seabed and sea surface with the target positioned at a range of 150111 and the 
transducer at a depth of 1 lm. The number of reflections can be limited to 0 or 1 ,  thereby including direct paths 
only (e.g. Figure 10 path a)  or those involving only one reflection from either the seabed or the sea surface 
(combinations of paths a, b and c). The model also has the ability to include up to two reflections, therefore 
calculating paths involving both a seabed and a sea surface reflection (paths d and e). 

Figure 10 

4.1 Comparison with Incoherent Modelling 
The model is an extension of an isovelocity sonar equation model and uses the same underlying acoustic models 
to describe the level of the scattering from both seabed and sea-surface as the Sidescan Simulation Model, which 
was described in Section 2. It also includes the effects of the array beam patterns, beam steer and target size and 
position. 

Once again a spike array is generated for all two way paths containing arrival time, cumulative path loss, and 
path type. Reflections at the sea surface undergo a phase reversal but those at the seabed do not [6]. Figure 11 
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compares (for a small time window in the target vicinity) seabed and sea surface reverberation levels and 
received signal level including target echo from the energy model (Figure 1 la), with a plot of the information 
held in the spike array (Figure 1 lb) .  In addition, the time series data generated using that spike array is also 
illustrated in Figure I lc .  

Figure 11 

4.2 Time series simulation 
This ~nformatlon IS then used to coherently sum pulse repl~cas to glve a s~mulated a-scan return Prov~sion has 
been made to allow the addltion of a random phase s h ~ f t  or j~ t te r  to each pulse rep l~ca  summed, but no alterat~on 
to the amplitude except as  calculated from the cumulative path loss Thls phase shlft was Included to allow a l~ t t l e  
variatron between consecutive calculat~ons uslng ldent~cal lnformatlon and attempt to include the effects of sea 
surface movement, less than ldeal surfaces, array movement, and through water rnhornogen~et~es The maxlmum 
slze of thls random shift can be chosen In terms of the wavelength from 0 upwards 

The summation IS carrled out In the tlme doma~n,  as convolving the sptke array tlmlngs w ~ t h  the transmlt 
waveform would have Involved a large number of dummy polnts In the splke array to retain the tlme structure, 
thus removlng any speed advantage t h ~ s  method mrght have had For s ~ m p l ~ c l t y  a l i m ~ t  has been set on the slze of 
the w~ndow that can be cons~dered w h ~ c h  In practlce for a lOOkHz slmulatlon glves a wlndow of 35msec 

4.3 Simulation Results 
Figure 12 shows the effect on the simulated time series of including direct paths and reflected paths in the 
calculations. Figure 12a allowed only the direct paths in the calculations, whereas Figure 12b included the paths 
with one reflection and Figure 12c included paths with two reflections. As might be expected the obvious 
shadow in Figure 12a is filled in to the point of being obliterated as more reflection paths are included in this 
example. Figure 13 shows the sort of effect that might be expected by including different levels of phase jitter in 
the calculation of the time series using the same spike array. 



Figure 12 Figure 13 

Figure 14 1s an example of an Image that can be b u ~ l t  up by c o m b ~ n ~ n g  the tlme serles for beams w ~ t h  
d~fferent steer angles F ~ g u r e  14a shows examples of the coherent tlme serles for d~fferent beams wh~ch were 
used to generate the Image of F ~ g u r e  14b, ~ n ~ l u d ~ n g  examples In wh~ch the target was w ~ t h ~ n  and outw~th the 
beam. 

Figure 14 

5. Analysis and Conclusions 
It has been shown that inclusion of more realistic seabed descriptions to an incoherent model adds a great deal of 
confusion to the predicted time series data, and that the inclusion of bottom and surface reflected paths has a 
significant effect on these results. These results indicate that detailed bathymetry and sea surface description are 
important components in a realistic HF sonar simulation. 

The simple coherent models add further degree of confusion even for assumed flat surfaces. Using these 
models the effect of including the forward reflected paths on the predicted time series data can be shown. 
Applying small perturbations to the amplitude or the phase of the components added into the time series might 
be a reasonable way of including effects of in-water inhomogenieties and less than perfect surfaces, and can 
have a noticeable effect on the predictions. 

There has been a cons~derable amount o t  study of the effects and methodc ot ~ n c l u d ~ n g  bottom topography 
and re f lec t~v~ty  [7], and In modell~ng 3D environments Many of these s tud~es  have concentrated on rather longer 
ranges and wavelengths, and deeper water scenarios than are b e ~ n g  cons~dered here It I S  apparent from the 
results presented here that the inclus~on of seabed bathymetry and sea surface topography is essent~al In a 
real~stic shallow water HF acoustlc s~mula t~on ,  but as yet ~t is unclear whether it I S  r e a l ~ s t ~ c  to model the 
complete scenario in a coherent manner. 

Further work is currently being undertaken to investigate possible model architectures which are able to 
handle the additional complexity and permit the extension of the Sidescan S~mulation Model to a coherent HF 
sonar model, since the orig~nal  ray tracing approach may be too computationally expensive, as has been 
illustrated in this paper. This work will also require experimental data gathering for representative scenarios for 
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comparison with the simulated data, and the development of methods for the comparison of real and simulated 
data. 
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